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FROM THE MANAGING 
PARTNER - UAE

“March on. Do not tarry. To go forward  
is to move toward perfection. March 
on, and fear not the thorns, or the sharp 
stones on life’s path.” — Khalil Gibran

Under the vibrant leadership of the UAE government, we have learnt to live, 
learn and forge ahead with these words acting as a virtual vision board for 
the country and its people.

Time has flown by swiftly and the much anticipated and celebrated 
magnum opus - Expo 2020 Dubai is suddenly drawing to a close. Never 
in the history of World Expos have so many nations and so many cultures 
gathered together to do so much good for so many people.

District 2020 will evolve from Expo 2020 Dubai as a smart and sustainable 
city centred on the needs of its urban community. It will provide a curated 
innovation-driven business ecosystem that brings together global minds 
and embraces technology and digital innovation to support industry growth. 
Following the six months of the World Expo, District 2020 will re-purpose 
80% of the Expo’s build environment into an integrated mixed- use 
community that will continue to attract businesses and people to work, live, 
visit and enjoy.

As has been the norm over the past couple of years since Covid-19 struck, 
the UAE has shown the way ahead with a concerted effort to clear the 
cobwebs and dreaded memories of the pandemic. Abu Dhabi has done 
away with the need for a green pass to enter the capital. Dubai has followed 
suit by making mask wearing in open public areas optional. Other emirates 
are expected to announce their own measures shortly.

In October 2021, the UAE agreed to implement the OECD’s Two-Pillar 
approach to reform its International Tax Framework. Following this 
development, on 31 January 2022, the UAE Ministry of Finance announced 
the introduction of a Federal Corporate Tax regime on business profits 
effective for Financial Years starting on or after 1 June 2023. Taxable 
income over and above AED 375,000 is slotted to be taxed at 9%, while 
explanatory rules are still awaited. PKF’s update on this development can 
be accessed on our website.

This edition kicks off with a useful piece on  
valuing disruptive technologies by our MCS  
division, followed by with an interview with  
the impressive CEO of Dubai FDI – HE Fahad  
Al Gergawi. Also featured is a topical article  
by our guest columnist – Ms. Nita Maru, and  
our regular UAE tax and Oman update to  
round up this edition.

Do write to us (update@pkfuae.com) for  
expressing your opinion on any matter  
included in the newsletter.

OUR VISION
We will be the first choice for 
companies in their selection of 
professional advisors.

OUR MISSION
We will provide quality service to our 
clients by focusing on client-specific 
needs and providing solutions to 
business problems, thereby adding 
value through expertise whilst 
maintaining integrity, professionalism 
and independence.

mailto:update%40pkfuae.com?subject=
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“A disruptive innovation is a technologically 
simple innovation in the form of a product, 
service, or business model that takes root in 
a tier of the market that is unattractive to the 
established leaders in an industry.” Clayton M. 
Christensen, American economist.

The world has witnessed several innovative technologies 
over the last few decades that have disrupted markets at 
an exponential rate. The global economy is undergoing 
a significant technological transformation with the 
introduction of multiple innovation platforms evolving 
simultaneously such as artificial intelligence, virtual reality, 
genomic revolution, blockchain, to name a few. 

Technology and innovation-driven companies are leading 
the way in disrupting various industries. Examples are, 
Netflix disrupting television and movies, Uber disrupting 
the taxi business, WhatsApp disrupting telecom and 
messaging, amongst others. Successful technology and 
innovation-driven companies have delivered multi-fold 
returns to their investors in the past. The most common 
example would be Tesla’s share price that soared from 
$88.60 on 3 January 2020 to its lifetime high of $1,222 
on 5 November 2021, translating into a return of around 
1,400%. However, from its lifetime high share price of 
$1,222, it plunged 30% on 28 January 2022 to $846, 
putting a serious question on its valuation. 

What drives the value of disruptive technologies and 
innovation-driven companies?

When valuing a business as a going concern, there are 
various valuation methods used by valuers. A popular 
method is the multiples approach, which is a valuation 
theory based on the idea that similar assets sell at similar 
prices. Often investors seek to understand why the 
multiples of some companies are higher or lower than 
those of its competitors. Amongst many factors, one of 
the key factors is the expected growth rate of a company 
being valued. The companies that are valued lower by 
the market have low growth prospects, as compared to 
companies that have higher multiples. The companies 
that have high growth potential offer ground-breaking 
innovative technologies, products, or services. 

Source: Refinitiv, data as of 09/02/2022. * CAGR is calculated considering 
1 year of historical period and 2 years of projected period. Due to limited 
forward-looking EPS estimates (i.e., available only for 2 years) for companies 
under consideration in the Refinitiv data base, we have also considered 
one historical period to have sufficient data points under consideration for 
calculation of EPS CAGR.

The bottom 10% of the companies on the S&P 500 i.e., 
those with the lowest P/E multiple ranging from 3x to 8x, 
are predominantly from industries such as manufacturing, 
utilities, BFSI, and construction. In comparison with the 
overall S&P 500 average, the valuations and 3-year CAGR 
are lower for the bottom 10% of companies. Further, the 
3-year CAGR for these companies are negative, pointing 
towards declining growth of the business.

The above analysis leads us to question whether the 
valuation of disruptive technologies and innovation-driven 
companies are appropriate given the expected growth, 
or if they are too high to justify an investment. The recent 
IPOs of popular start-ups have turned the attention to the 
prevailing valuations in the disruptive technologies and 
innovation-driven space. 

Valuing disruptive 
technologies and 
innovation-driven 
companies

Company Sector Price-to-
earnings

EPS 3-year 
CAGR*

Salesforce.

Com Inc

Cloud Computing 

Services
118.33 203%

Amazon.com 

Inc
Internet & Mail Order 
Department Stores 49.89 20%

Tesla Inc Electric (Alternative) 
Vehicles 187.34 113%

Meta Platforms 

Inc
Social Media & 

Networking 24.04 14%

Apple Inc Smart Phones 29.03 17%

Microsoft Corp Software (NEC) 32.40 13%

Alphabet Inc Search Engines 24.84 17%

Average – Technology and innovation 

driven companies
66.55 57%

Average - S&P500 23.16 13%
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Let us take the example of One97 Communications Ltd 
(Paytm), which was listed in November 2021 on the Indian 
stock exchange. On its debut, the stock plunged 27% 
from the issue price and had lost more than 50% of its 
value since its listing by February 2021, eroding over $9 
billion of its market value. Few other examples of Indian 
IPOs are Zomato, CarTrade, and PB Fintech, which have 
lost market values ranging from 20% and 50% since their 
listing last year. 

A notable disruptive IPO from the US market is the We 
Company (previously known as WeWork). We Company 
filed its IPO in August 2019 and was valued at $47 billion. 
In September 2019, the company delayed its IPO after 
considering lowering its targeted valuation by 50% at 
around $23 billion. Since its listing in October 2021, the 
share price of We company has plunged significantly, 
resulting in a market value of around $5 billion by 
February 2021.

Challenges in valuing disruptive technologies and 
innovation-driven companies

The valuation of disruptive technologies and innovation-
driven companies is particularly challenging given the 
nature of the technologies that makes it difficult to assess 
their market potential and predictability of future growth. 
Further, in general, these companies tend to be small 
with little or no revenues, few years or no financial history, 
high cash burn rate, and large losses. For example, in the 
year 2006, Yahoo Inc offered to buy Meta Platforms, Inc 
(previously known as Facebook) for $1 billion, which was 
rejected by Mark Zuckerberg, CEO, Meta Platforms Inc. 
In an interview, an early Yahoo investor described the 
argument Mark Zuckerberg had made at the time of the 
deal: “Yahoo had no definitive idea about the future.  
They did not properly value things that did not yet exist, 
so they were therefore undervaluing the business”. 
Therefore, the market for disruptive business is not  
only unknown, but unknowable. 

To value such businesses, a Discounted Cash Flow 
(DCF) valuation methodology is widely used, as it 
incorporates the uncertainty in the projected growth rate 
and the associated risks. Given the nature of disruptive 
technologies, it is difficult to predict expected growth with 
any certainty as there is no precedence, and therefore, 
a scenario analysis may be adopted. For example, along 
with the “most likely case” (base case), variations of the 
“most likely-case” are developed with optimistic and 
pessimistic growth expectations to create “worst case“ 
and “best case” scenarios. 

The other key factor to consider in valuing disruptive 
businesses is the discount rate. It is important to 
accurately distinguish between disruptive firms that have 
the potential to become blockbuster tech, and firms with 
ambitious thinking. We have seen the example where 
disruptive tech start-ups have helped its investors achieve 
multi-fold returns, and at the same time start-ups that 
eroded the capital of investors. Therefore, the selection 
of discount rates to incorporate the risk of achieving the 
cashflows becomes extremely critical in valuing disruptive 
technologies and innovation-driven companies.

Considering all the challenges in valuing a disruptive 
tech and innovation-driven company, commencing from 
understanding the addressable market to building the 
projections based on different scenarios, and applying a 
suitable discount rate to incorporate the risk, it is vital to 
ask the following illustrative questions such as:

• What is the scalability of the business model?

• What are the commercialisation barriers? 

• What are the key risk and challenges?

• How is the technology of subject company functionally 
superior to alternatives? 

• How well is the technology protected from 
competition? 

• What is the probability of success of the R&D 
process? 

Whilst it is challenging to value disruptive technologies 
and innovation-driven companies, taking into 
consideration all of the above factors, an experienced 
analyst can exercise judgment in applying various 
valuation inputs to derive a plausible market value of 
these companies.

How can we help you?

PKF UAE has a team of experienced professionals with 
many years of expertise, offering a wide range of advisory 
services across sectors. PKF has assisted clients by 
undertaking valuation engagements for start-up and 
mature companies across a wide range of sectors for 
various purposes such as M&A/ fund raising, financial 
reporting, sale of minority shares, among others. We 
would be happy to discuss any of your requirements. 
Please feel free to contact us on difc@pkfuae.com or at 
www.pkfuae.com.

(This article is contributed by Mr. Ayush Baheti, Senior 
Consultant, Management Consultancy Services Division).

 

MEET OUR 
TEAM MEMBER

Harsh Khetan, a Chartered Accountant and Bachelor in 
commerce, joined PKF Sharjah office in 2016 and is currently 
employed as Assistant Manager in the external audit division. 
He was with Narendra Singhania & Co. in Delhi, India for 
three years. He has an overall experience of over 9 years in 
the field of audit and assurance services.

As an Assistant Manager with PKF, Harsh has direct 
responsibility for a client portfolio comprising companies 
and groups in a wide range of business sectors, engaged in 
manufacturing, trading, construction and service activities.

Harsh is married to Swati, a Chartered Accountant and 
Company Secretary and has a son named Aarav 4.5 years 
old. During his leisure time, he enjoys visiting new places and 
watching movies.

mailto:difc%40pkfuae.com?subject=
http://www.pkfuae.com
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Interview with  
HE Fahad Al Gergawi, CEO, 
Dubai Investment Development 
Agency (Dubai FDI) 

His Excellency Fahad Al Gergawi is the Chief Executive 
Officer of the Dubai Investment Development Agency 
(Dubai FDI), an agency of Dubai Economy – Government 
of Dubai. In his Current role he leads a team that 
develops, promotes, and supports foreign direct 
investment (FDI) success, growth, and expansion in the 
emirate of Dubai, the United Arab Emirates and beyond.

He serves as the Secretary General of Hamdan Centre 
for the Future of Investment (HCFI), where he leads a 
global program to promote “Impact FDI” as a key to 
achieve Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). He is 
a member of Dubai Economy’s Executive Committee; 
UAE national Committees on FDI and chairs the “Dubai 
Investment Week” organizing committee. He also served 
as the President of the World Association of Investment 
Promotion Agencies (WAIPA), leading the global FDI body 
from 2019 to 2021.

We had a chat with His Excellency on his views on FDI 
and development of Dubai.

1. How do you find time to devote to the various 
hats you wear – from being the CEO of Dubai 
Investment Development Agency to being the VP 
of WAIPA?

More than hats, it is a question of passion. When you 
have a passion for a subject – as I do for constantly 
raising Dubai’s investment profile globally – then making 
time for it is no longer a problem. At the same time, all the 
other aspects related to global investment automatically 
become part of the same passion.

My work with Dubai FDI is closely related to the advocacy 
that we undertake at WAIPA on a global level. My work 
with WAIPA is also a way to give back to a sector that 
has given me a high degree of work satisfaction, because 
WAIPA is a platform for sharing success stories and 
working toward the implementation of best practice 
across the investment ecosystem. You could say my 
work with WAIPA, Dubai Investment Week, and the World 
Economic Forum are all connected to my primary, and 
most passionate, goal of making Dubai the world’s most 
preferred investment destination.

2. Dubai FDI has played a huge role in improving 
Dubai’s business sentiment and investor 
confidence. What do you feel helps Dubai FDI play 
its role perfectly?

Nothing happens in a vacuum. Creating the perfect 
circumstances that enable success requires the right 
blend of vision, strategy, policy, and implementation. 
Dubai is blessed with the visionary leadership of His 
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, 
Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler 
of Dubai, as well as His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of 
Dubai and Chairman of the Executive Council. The clarity 
of vision provided by our leaders has given Dubai FDI a 
well-defined and confident path to follow in developing 
the strategies and advising on policymaking aimed at 
making Dubai a globally preferred FDI destination.

We, at Dubai FDI, are passionate about strengthening the 
Dubai Advantage – which is its positioning as the City of 
the Future, the Gateway to Growth Markets, and a Global 
Hub for trade and investment.

We are also encouraged in our endeavors by the various 
departments of the Government of Dubai who provide 
support in multiple ways – from forward-looking business 
resilience policies to an effective visa system. Support 
also comes from the administrators of the purpose-built 
Free Zones in Dubai, which have developed and continue 
to develop welcoming and growth-oriented business 
ecosystems in multiple sectors.

You can see that bringing together all these factors 
creates the perfect storm – and this collaborative 
approach keeps us agile and responsive to  
investor needs.

3. From an inbound investment perspective, which 
countries can be considered the top 5 investors 
into Dubai?

If you look at the latest numbers released for the first 
nine months of 2021 (9M-2021), the United Kingdom 
accounted for 30% of FDI capital flows into Dubai, 
followed by France (19%), the United States (14%), Saudi 
Arabia (6%), and India (4%). These five countries together 
accounted for 73% of total FDI capital flows into Dubai. 
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In terms of the number of FDI projects, the UK (20%), US 
(18%), India, (10%), France (7%), and Germany (5%) took 
the top honours. Historically, it was always US, UK and 
India topping FDI destinations to Dubai in the last decade.

4. How has Dubai FDI managed to maintain investor 
outreach during the continuing travel restrictions 
imposed around the world by COVID-19 and  
its variants?

One of the hallmarks of Dubai’s government sector 
is agility in responding to challenges as well as 
opportunities. Early in the year 2020, when the lockdowns 
and travel restrictions were first announced, Dubai 
FDI pivoted to a digital engagement strategy with 
international investors. A calendar of webinars replaced 
the physical missions to various countries, continuing to 
enable investors and investment agencies to explore the 
tremendous opportunities and partnerships that Dubai 
offers in strategic, emerging, and traditional sectors. This 
enabled us to sustain our interaction with the private 
and government sectors worldwide and expanded our 
outreach programme to new channels. Dubai Government 
and Free Zone partners joined Dubai FDI in the webinars 
to maintain the momentum of attracting investment even 
in a challenging period.

The result of this agility and responsiveness were there 
for the world to see. In the full year 2020, Dubai recorded 
exceptional inflows of FDI, with 455 projects worth AED 
24.7 billion being established in the city, according to 
data from the Dubai FDI Monitor. An estimated 18,325 
new jobs were created by inbound FDI in 2020. This 
performance placed Dubai among the top global FDI 
locations in 2020, ranking 1st in the Middle East and 
North Africa (MENA) region and 4th globally in attracting 
greenfield FDI capital, according to the Financial Times’ 
FDi Markets.

The total number of 455 FDI projects implemented in 
Dubai in 2020 exceeded the annual average of 441  
over the past five years, reaffirming Dubai’s strong 
FDI location fundamentals as well as the agility of its 
response, economic resilience, sectoral diversity, and 
future-readiness.

5. Has the pandemic forced the government to 
relook at the speed of unveiling / completing new 
projects? Despite the pandemic, we understand 
that under your leadership Dubai FDI is already 
having several new projects in the pipeline.

Dubai continues to invest in multiple aspects that  
support and encourage business growth. One of the 
main pillars of this investment strategy is infrastructure. 
Modern, efficient, and reliable infrastructure is crucial for 
ongoing development, and to fuel growth in business, 
trade, and economic opportunities. At the same time, 
other sectors that continue to receive attention are travel 
and tourism, technology, healthcare, transportation, and 
renewable energy. 

While we continue to improve and renew the legacy 
infrastructure, we are investing in the future, in 
possibilities such as 3D printing, flying taxis, autonomous 
vehicles, solar and wind power, the hyperloop system 
of transportation, blockchain technologies, and artificial 
intelligence. The vision is to build a present and future 
that enhances the happiness of the people who live, work, 
and play in one of the world’s best cities.

6. The region has undergone seismic changes in 
the past couple of decades. Have the prominent 
sectors that attract investments changed over 
these decades? If so, which ones in your opinion 
are most likely to attract FDI in the near future?

We have seen that technology investment has continued 
to dominate FDI inflows into Dubai. In 2020, for instance, 
76% of all strategic FDI projects were classified as high- 
and medium-tech, spanning future-oriented businesses 
in financial services, logistics, hospitality, trade, and 
the technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 
The substantial investments being made by the Dubai 
Government in digital transformation are attracting – and 
will continue to attract – FDI into aspects like agtech, 
healthtech, fintech, spacetech, AI, and machine learning, 
fueling growth across all sectors, industries, and smart 
city services in Dubai.

7. The UAE-Israel peace accord had a positive  
impact on business expansion in 2020. What is  
the report card on the impact of the peace accord 
on investments over the last two years and the 
near future?

The UAE and Israel are on the brink of a massive 
expansion in bilateral investment and trade across several 
sectors. The Abraham Accords spearheaded by the UAE 
leadership in August 2020 is expected to see annual trade 
between the UAE and Israel surpassing AED 14 billion in 
the next few years.  Within five months from signing the 
Accords – between September 2020 and January 2021 – 
trade between Dubai and Israel reached a value of AED 1 
billion.

The strong intent on the part of both countries to 
expand bilateral ties is evident in high-profile visits that 
have focused on exploring cooperation in the areas of 
trade, investment, and scientific research. Minister-level 
interactions have stressed on collaboration in various 
areas, such as food and water security, R&D, aquaculture, 
agtech, healthtech, fintech, future mobility, cybersecurity, 
and other fields.

8. Given the success of Expo 2020, what is the 
outlook for FDI in Dubai in 2022 and the  
coming years?

Expo 2020 Dubai is a symbol of the renewed spirit 
of accelerating the global post-pandemic economic 
recovery. Organized for the first time in the Middle East, 
Africa, and South Asia (MEASA) region, the event is 
testimony to the rapid socio-economic development 
taking place in Dubai and the UAE, and highlights the 
shifting centre of global growth.  
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For us in the UAE, the event allows us to look forward  
to the next 50 years, as we celebrate our country’s 
Golden Jubilee with new initiatives implemented by our 
visionary leadership. Expo 2020 Dubai is not just a crucial 
investment in the future of Dubai, the UAE, and the world, 
but is also aligned with the initiatives that make Dubai an 
attractive, long-term investment destination. The event 
strengthens Dubai’s credentials as the City of the Future. 
We have taken the opportunity provided by the Expo to 
communicate Dubai’s potential as the Gateway to Growth 
Markets and the Global Hub for trade and investment.  
We expect the Expo to further strengthen Dubai’s 
economy and its positioning as one of the top global 
destinations for FDI, while also effectively driving global 
growth in Impact FDI.

The event has given Dubai FDI an unprecedented 
opportunity to demonstrate the Dubai Advantage to 
investors and businesses across 192 nations and we 
expect that to produce results over the coming years.

PASSWORD

In Western history, the concept of the password can be 
traced as far back as the so-called “shibboleth incident” 
in the 12th chapter of the biblical Book of Judges. In the 
chaos of battle between the tribes of Gilead and Ephraim, 
Gileadite soldiers used the word “shibboleth” to detect 
their enemies, knowing that the Ephraimites pronounced 
it slightly differently in their dialect. Password security 
was introduced to computing in the Compatible Time-
Sharing System and Unics (Unix) systems developed 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Bell 
Laboratories in the 1960s.

CRYPTOGRAPHY

The art and science of concealing the messages to 
introduce secrecy in information security is recognized 
as cryptography. The word ‘cryptography’ was coined 
by combining two Greek words, ‘Krypto’ meaning hidden 
and ‘graphene’ meaning writing. The art of cryptography 
is considered to be born along with the art of writing. 
As civilizations evolved, human beings got organized in 
tribes, groups, and kingdoms. This led to the emergence 
of ideas such as power, battles, supremacy, and politics. 
These ideas further fuelled the natural need of people to 
communicate secretly with selective recipient which in 
turn ensured the continuous evolution of cryptography as 
well. The roots of cryptography are found in Roman and 
Egyptian civilizations.

EVENTS AND 
HAPPENINGS 

BEST PLACE TO WORK

PKF O’Connor Davies, LLP, our North American member 
firm, for being named one of 2022’s Best Places to 
Work in Westchester. The regional survey and awards 
programme, sponsored by Westchester Magazine 
and 914INC, identifies top employers based on staff 
responses to a detailed set of questions and statements.

DUBAI EXPO 2020

Expo 2020 is a World Expo, hosted by Dubai in the 
United Arab Emirates  was officially opened on 30 
September 2021. The Expo was held for a six-month 
period ending 31 March 2022. The theme of the Expo 
was “Connecting Minds, Creating the Future”. The expo 
also had three subthemes: opportunity, mobility and 
sustainability, each with its own pavilion. There were 192 
countries which participated in the Expo. The next expo, 
Expo 2025, will be held in Osaka.

AWARD RECOGNITION –  
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, Dubai 
Chapter hosted an event on 5 March 2022, celebrating 
International Women’s Day and we are delighted that 
our Audit Partner, Ms. Saranga Lalwani was the winner 
in the Women Achievers Category. Ms. Saranga Lalwani 
has been associated with PKF UAE for over 28 years.
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Legacy planning is something every parent or spouse 
should consider if they want to ensure a smooth transfer 
of their assets to their desired beneficiary. If you are an 
expat who owns real estate in Dubai, you need to ensure 
your assets are secure and protected in the right way. 

With the Dubai real estate market booming and property 
valuations steadily increasing, every expat property  
owner should secure their investment by drafting a Will 
that dictates who inherits their property and assets.  
It is best to prepare today for all that may and can  
happen tomorrow.

Why do you need to prepare a Will in the UAE? 

1. To protect the Guardianship of your Children by 
nominating both permanent and temporary Guardians.

2. To protect property, you own, as UAE Law applies 
to real estate owned by expatriates in the UAE.

3. You have the freedom to distribute your assets as you 
wish. You can make specific gifts, i.e. to a charity. You 
can stipulate your personal wishes which is not an 
option under home country laws.

4. As a business owner, it’s very important to  
consider business succession planning as part of  
the Wills process.  

5. By having a valid Will in the UAE from a practical 
perspective the Courts in the UAE will be able to deal 
with the distribution of your assets, bank accounts, 
etc., with ease, post death, as there is evidence of 
your intentions.

6. Avoid family disputes and costly court battles. 
ULTIMATELY - gives you PEACE OF MIND, that if the 
inevitable happens, your estate will be distributed in 
accordance with your wishes.

What are your options to protect your assets  
in the UAE?

A DIFC Will - The establishment of the DIFC Courts  
Wills Service gives non-Muslims the option to pass on 
their assets and/or appoint guardians for their children,  
in accordance with the instructions in their Will.

GUEST COLUMN

Options to Protect Ownership 
of Dubai Real Estate

“The time to repair the roof is when 
the sun is shining.” - John F. Kennedy, 
former U.S. President

The DIFC Courts Wills Service Centre allows non-
Muslim expatriates to create Wills under similar laws to 
the jurisdiction of England and Wales and provides the 
freedom to distribute your assets as you wish.

An Abu Dhabi Will - The Abu Dhabi Courts Judicial 
Department has created the Abu Dhabi Wills Registry to 
provide an option for non-Muslims with assets in Abu 
Dhabi/UAE and/or children to register their wishes.

Gifting Transfer of Property - Gift your children or 
spouse your property. Gifting immediate family members 
real estate attracts a much lower transfer fee of 0.125% 
of the deemed value of the property. Property transfers 
otherwise attract a transfer fee of 4%. 

Transferring the assets to a holding company or  
Trust - Property and assets can be transferred into  
a holding company or a trust which removes it from  
your ownership.

A holding company is a separate legal entity. You can 
become the main shareholder in the company, meaning 
you still have control over the property and/or assets  
it holds.

Foundations - Foundations are a legal entity which 
can hold wealth and assets on behalf of beneficiaries. 
Investors or residents of the UAE can structure their 
assets through a Foundation. There are several 
advantages of a DIFC Foundation, including:

• No Corporation Tax

• Solid Governance Structure

• Privacy and Confidentiality

• Succession and Legacy Planning

• Mitigates Forced Heirship Rules

• Low Set Up Costs

(This article is contributed by Ms. Nita Maru, Managing 
Partner of TWS Legal Consultants DMCC.)
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TAX UPDATE

United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
VAT and Excise Updates

VAT and Excise

The UAE Federal Tax Authority (‘FTA’) has issued certain 
Public Clarifications and Cabinet Decisions since our last 
tax update. Key updates are as below:

Summary of abovementioned key updates are as under:

Updated User Guide on Registration, Amendment & 
De-Registration

The User Guide has been updated to include the steps for 
requesting a Clearance Certificate for the Trade License.

Public Clarification on Input VAT recovery on Mobile 
Phones, Airtime, and Data Packages Made Available 
to Employees for Business Use (VATP028)

FTA has issued a public clarification which specifies 
certain conditions which must be met in order to recover 
Input tax incurred on Phones, Airtime, and Packages 
acquired for business use.

Many businesses enter into agreements with 
telecommunication service providers to make mobile 
phones (“Phones”), airtime and data packages 
(“Packages”), available to their employees to perform their 
roles outside office hours or at locations away from the 
office (one such example being the increasing work-from-
home arrangements due to COVID-19). This has resulted 
in instances where employers pay for Phones, Airtime, 
and Packages’ expenses to allow employees to perform 
their roles remotely.

Listed below are the key conditions which must be 
met by the businesses (i.e., the employers) in order to 
recover Input tax incurred on such Phones, Airtime, and 
Packages, which are acquired for business use:

• Business must be registered for VAT and must 
have acquired Phones, Airtime, and Packages in 
its own name, e.g., the business’ details should 
be reflected on tax invoices and contract with the 
telecommunication service provider; 

• Business must have a documented policy in place 
which clearly communicates that the Phones,  
Airtime, and Packages can only be used for  
business purposes. Further, such policy should  
also list down the consequences of any personal  
use made by the employee/s;

Date Tax Type of update

November 2021 VAT and Excise User Guide

December 2021 VAT Public Clarification

December 2021 Tax Procedures Cabinet Decision

December 2021 Tax Procedures Cabinet Decision

January 2022 Tax Procedures Public Clarification

• Business is required to regularly monitor the use of 
Airtime and Packages by each employee and also 
retain a valid justification for the variances (if any);

• Business must take required action (as spelled out in 
the documented policy) against the employee/s who 
uses Phones, Airtime, and Packages for personal 
benefit; and 

• Business must retain valid tax invoices in respect of 
the Phones, Airtime, and Packages acquired. 

FTA mentions that only documented policies which were 
already in place at the time the Phones, Airtime, and 
Packages were made available to the employee will be 
considered and backdated policies will not be accepted.

If all of the above requirements are not satisfied, input tax 
recovery in respect of phones, airtime and packages will 
not be allowed.

Cabinet Decision No. 105 of 2021 on Controls and 
Procedures for Paying Administrative Penalties 
by Instalments, and Waiving and Refunding 
Administrative Penalties

A new Cabinet Decision No. 105 of 2021 was issued on 
28 December 2021 which covers controls and procedures 
related to waivers and payment in instalments of 
administrative penalties and also refund of administrative 
penalties (cases and rules for which are yet to be 
specified). It takes effect on 1 March 2022.

The same is issued post issuance of Federal Decree Law 
No. 28 of 2021 regarding amendments to Federal Decree 
Law No. 7 of 2017 concerning tax disputes and resolution 
in the UAE.

In certain circumstances / cases, taxable persons who 
were subject to administrative penalties may request a 
waiver or payment by installments of the administrative 
penalties levied on them.

If taxable persons wish to benefit from these initiatives, 
they should determine whether the conditions stipulated 
in the new Cabinet Decision for submission of a request 
for payment by installment / waiver of administrative 
penalties are met.

Cabinet Decision No. 108 of 2021 on Amending some 
Provisions of Cabinet Decision No. 40 of 2017 on the 
Administrative Penalties for Violation of Tax Laws in 
the UAE along with Public Clarification TAXP004

This new cabinet decision amends the third article  
of the Cabinet Decision No. 49 of 2021 on Amending  
some Provisions of Cabinet Decision No. 40 of 2017  
on the Administrative Penalties for Violation of Tax 
Laws in the UAE, to provide an extended timeframe for 
registrants to settle the outstanding payable taxes along 
with 30% of total unsettled administrative penalties till  
31 December 2022. The effective date of such cabinet 
decision is 1 January 2022. Additionally, a Public 
Clarification on Redetermination of Administrative 
Penalties Levied Prior to the Effective Date of Cabinet 
Decision No. 49 of 2021 (TAXP004) is also issued by  
the FTA. The Public Clarification states that where the 
below conditions are satisfied, the FTA will redetermine 
the unsettled part of administrative penalties equivalent to 
70% of the total amount imposed at the end of year 2022.

1. Any of the administrative penalties set out in Cabinet 
Decision No. 40 of 2017 have been imposed on the 
person before 28 June 2021;
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2. The person has not settled all the administrative 
penalties imposed on the Person as per Cabinet 
Decision No. 40 of 2017 in full before 28 June 2021.

3. The Taxable person has

a.  paid the total amounts of the payable tax by 
31 December 2022 i.e., no payable tax remains 
outstanding to the FTA and FTA has received the 
amounts by 31 December 2022 notwithstanding 
whether the tax amount is payable before or after 
28 June 2021; and

b. paid 30% of the total amounts of the total 
unsettled administrative penalties imposed before 
28 June 2021, no later than 31 December 2022.

Further, in this context, ‘settlement’ means that the FTA 
must have received the relevant amounts.

It has also been stated that, FTA will redetermine the 
penalty within 30 business days from 31 December 2022.

UAE Corporate Tax to be introduced 

Background and Introduction

The Ministry of Finance (‘MOF’) of the UAE announced 
on 31 January 2022 that the UAE will introduce Federal 
Corporate Tax (‘UAE CT’) (applicable across all Emirates) 
on accounting net profits (after certain adjustments) that 
will be effective for financial years starting on or after 1 
June 2023. 

This is only an initial introduction to the proposed UAE 
CT law while the UAE CT legislation is being finalised. 
Details about the proposed UAE CT regime are set out 
in the press release and the Frequently Asked Questions 
(‘FAQs’) published on the website of MOF and Federal 
Tax Authority (‘FTA’).  

Key aspects of the proposed CT regime in the  
UAE include:

• A progressive UAE CT regime to support small 
businesses and start-ups, is proposed as follows:

These UAE CT rates would be different for large 
multinational entities that are covered by Organisation 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (‘OECD’) 
Base Erosion and Profit Shifting 2.0, as part of Pillar 
Two initiative.

• Dividends & capital gains earned by a UAE business 
from its qualifying shareholdings; and qualifying intra 
group transactions and reorganisations to be exempt 
(conditional).

• Applicable to all UAE businesses and commercial 
activities of legal entities (except those undertaking 
extraction of natural resources) and to all individuals 
having a business license (or are otherwise required 
to obtain one) to carry out commercial / professional 
activity in the UAE. 

Also applicable to foreign entities and individuals, on their 
trade or business conducted in the UAE in an ongoing or 
a regular manner

Net Accounting Profits after making 
certain adjustments (AED)

Proposed 
UAE CT rate

Nil - 375,000 0%

375,000 and above 9%

• UAE businesses would be required to comply with 
transfer pricing rules and documentation requirements as 
set out in the OECD TP Guidelines

• FTA will be responsible for the administration, collection 
and enforcement of UAE CT

• An electronic annual UAE CT return filing per financial 
period is proposed. Neither provisional / advance UAE 
CT filings required nor there is a requirement to pay 
advance CT

• Foreign tax credit on UAE taxable income against  
UAE CT liability to be allowed (conditional)

• Carry forward and set off of prior years’ losses to be 
allowed (conditional)

• Free Zone businesses seem to be within the scope of 
UAE CT and will be required to register and file a UAE 
CT return. However, they will continue to benefit from 
incentives already promised

• ‘Fiscal unity’ concept to be introduced for UAE CT 
purposes. Taxpayers to get an option to form a ‘tax 
group’, file a single CT return for entire group and set  
off losses within group companies (conditional)

• Withholding tax on domestic as well as cross border 
payments / transactions currently not applicable

International Tax Updates

OECD has recently released Pillar Two model rules for 
domestic implementation of 15% global minimum tax  
on 20 December 2021.

Background
• On 20 December 2021, G20 / OECD Inclusive 

Framework on BEPS (‘Inclusive Framework’) released 
‘Tax Challenges Arising from the Digitalization of the 
Economy- Global Anti-Base Erosion Model Rules (Pillar 
Two)’ (referred to as ‘Model Rules’) along with additional 
guidance namely ‘The Pillar Two Model Rules in a 
Nutshell’, ‘Fact Sheets’ and ‘FAQs’.

• The Model Rules provide for a co-ordinated system 
of taxation to ensure that MNEs pay a fair share of tax 
wherever they operate and generate profits in today’s 
digitalized and globalized world economy. It does so  
by imposing a ‘top-up-tax’ on profits arising in a 
jurisdiction where the effective tax rate (‘ETR’) is below 
15%. The Model Rules were approved by the Inclusive 
Framework which is formed by 137 countries, including 
UAE, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (‘KSA’), Qatar, 
Bahrain and Oman.

OECD releases the 2022 edition of the ‘OCED Transfer 
Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and  
Tax Administrations’ on 20 January 2022 
• OECD Transfer Pricing (‘TP’) guidelines provide  

guidance on the application of the ‘arm’s length 
principle’, which represents the international  
consensus on the valuation for income tax  
purposes, of cross-border transactions between 
associated enterprises. 

• The 2022 edition consolidates into a single  
publication the changes to the 2017 edition of the 
Transfer Pricing Guidelines. 
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OMAN UPDATE

Budget 2022 - Focus on 
Balanced Financial Stability 

His Majesty Sultan Haitham Bin Tarik for the year  
2022 has approved his second budget under the  
tenth Five-Year Development plan, focusing toward  
the development under the Oman’s vision 2040 and 
maintaining balanced financial stability. The budget was 
prepared in line with the last year’s budget, focusing on 
the context of financial and economic challenges resulted 
from the COVID-19 pandemic, and the Sultanate remains 
committed to the OPEC agreement to limit oil production 
to 1,055 million barrels per day, despite ongoing 
economic and geopolitical challenges. 

Below is the snapshot of the key financial elements from 
the Oman’s Budget 2022:

*Budgeted average oil price per barrel @ $50 

The county’s economy has faced a series of financial 
challenges during the last few years. The drop in 
international oil prices due to a drop in worldwide 
demand, the increase in general debt to record levels,  
the coronavirus pandemic, and the increase in  
borrowing costs have all had a detrimental influence on 
Oman’s creditworthiness. 

However, the current year’s budget strives to tackle 
the above and fulfil the following economic and social 
development objectives:

1. Encouraging investment and pushing the private 
sector to lead and revitalise economic sectors, as well 
as expanding Public Private Partnership projects.

2. Continued implementation of the medium-term 
financial plan objectives to ensure safe and 
sustainable levels of public spending.

3. Maintaining financial stability while stepping up 
measures to support and encourage economic activity 
without jeopardising the long-term viability of budget 
indicators and public debt.

4. Prioritize the implementation of projects that serve 
economic and social goals related to the productive 
sector, especially the economic diversification sector, 
defer the implementation of non-emergency projects. 

5. Provide the necessary incentives to encourage the 
establishment of private enterprises (especially public 
joint stock companies) to serve the development and 
provide the necessary investment opportunities. 

6. Continued efforts to improve the Sultanate of Oman’s 
credit rating and enhance investor confidence.

Despite the volatility in oil prices, preliminary budget 
indicators this year indicate to the potential of attaining 
the lowest deficit since 2014. The budget aims to 
accomplish a number of economic and social objectives, 
including maintaining stable government expenditure 
levels, prioritising projects with economic and social 
purposes, and completing digital transformation. If oil 
prices climb beyond the budgeted rate of USD 50 per 
barrel, the surplus fund will be used to reduce the deficit 
and repay loans. Maintaining spending on fundamental 
services such as education, health, and social welfare are 
high on the priority list.

(This article is compiled by Mr. Abhishek R. Vaishya, of  
PKF L.L.C., the PKF member firm in the Sultanate of Oman.)

Other International Tax Updates in UAE:
• Given below is the DTA that entered into force during  

the last quarter of year 2021:

Additionally, given below is the DTA signed during the 
last quarter of year 2021, however it has not entered into 
force till date.

S. No. Particulars Signed on

1 DTA with Monaco 13/11/2021

Sr. No. Particulars Amount in (OMR)

(ii) Oil & Gas 1.600 Billion

(iii) Civil Ministries 4.300 Billion

(iv) Loan Interest 1.294 Billion

(v) Investments 0.900 Billion

(vi) Subsidies & other 
expenditures 1.071 Billion 

C Budgeted Surplus/(Deficit) (1.550 Billion)

S. No. Particulars Signed on Entry into Force

1 DTA with Israel 31/5/2021 29/12/2021

(The article is compiled by Mr. Rahul Shah and  
Ms. Radhika Joshi, Assistant Managers, Tax Division)

Sr. No. Particulars Amount in (OMR)

A Budgeted Revenue 10.580 Billion

(i) From Oil & Gas * 7.240 Billion

(ii) Taxes & Fees 1.759 Billion

(iii) Other income & recoveries 1.581 Billion

B Budgeted Expenditure 12.130 Billion

(i) Defence & Security 2.965 Billion

table continued...



OFFICES / CONTACTS 
IN THE UAE AND OMAN

DUBAI / JEBEL ALI
S.D. Pereira | V. Joshi | S. Lalwani
T: (971-4) 3888900
F: (971-4) 3552070
E: dubai@pkfuae.com

DUBAI INTERNET CITY
S.D. Pereira | H. Cooper
T: (971-4) 4495430
F: (971-4) 3908836
E: dic@pkfuae.com

DIFC
S.D.  Pereira | H. Cooper | S. Abraham
T: (971-4) 3857285
F: (971-4) 3257294
E: difc@pkfuae.com

SHARJAH/HAMRIYA FREE ZONE
S.D. Pereira
T: (971-6) 5740888
F: (971-6) 5740808
E: sharjah@pkfuae.com

ABU DHABI/AIRPORT FREE ZONE/
ADGM
Jyotin Dholakia
T: (971-2) 6261715
F: (971-2) 6261716
E: abudhabi@pkfuae.com

SULTANATE OF OMAN - MUSCAT
I. R. Pereira  |  A. C Athalye 
B. B. Poojari
T: (968) 24 563195 /6 /7
F: (968) 24 563194
E: muscat@pkfoman.com

PUBLICATIONS

• Practice Profile

• Doing Business in the UAE

• Credentials

• Free Zones in the UAE

All the foregoing publications can be 
obtained from any of the offices in UAE 
and Oman.

PKF UAE is a member firm of the  
PKF International Limited family of legally 
independent firms and does not accept any 
responsibility or liability for the actions or 
inactions on the part of any other individual 
member or correspondent firm or firms.

This document has been prepared as a general guide. It is not a substitute for professional advice. 
Neither PKF UAE nor its partners or employees accept any responsibility for loss or damage 
incurred as a result of acting or refraining from acting upon anything contained in or omitted from 
this document. If you wish to be included on the regular mailing list for this newsletter, forward your 
request and a mailing address to 

Ms. Greeta Creado, P.O. Box 13094, Dubai, U.A.E. E-mail: gcreado@pkfuae.com

Range of Services
Audit, Assurance & Advisory

• Statutory audit
• Other assurance services including 

Agreed-upon Procedures
• Compilation of financial statements
• Agreed-Upon Procedure for RERA
• Unified In-Country Value 

certification (ICV) for ADNOC, 
ADDED, Aldar, Abu Dhabi Ports, 
ENEC and Mubadala 

• Training, consulting and 
implementation of IFRS

• Internal audit including  
compliance for DFSA and  
ADGM regulated entities

• Enterprise risk assessment 
• Internal control review
• Risk management review
• Finance and Accounting 

Procedures Manual
• Business process review 
• Due diligence reviews
• Forensic and other investigations
• Delegation of authority matrix
• Information technology / cyber 

security review 

Corporate Finance

• Financial due diligence
• Market analysis and feasibility 

studies with financial forecasts
• Business & share valuations
• Identification & valuation  

of intangible assets on a  
business acquisition  
(purchase price allocation)

• Impairment reviews
• Preparation of Business Plans  

and Information Memoranda
• Fund raising
• Advice on partner/share holder 

entry/exit
• Review of financial models
• Sale of business 

Business Process Outsourcing

• Book keeping and  
accounting services 

• Payroll and HR management  
and processing

• Confidential processing of payroll 

• Short term placement of 
accounting staff

• Outsourced accounting & 
payroll services for DIFC 
companies

• Fixed asset management 
• Inventory verification and 

reporting 

Structuring Services

• Entry strategy
• Free zone, mainland and 

offshore company formation
• Company liquidation /  

de-registration services
• Registered agent and registered 

office services
• Company re-domiciliation / 

migration services
• Visa services (application  

and renewal)
• Conversion of mainland LLCs 

to 100% foreign ownership
• Identification of local agent for 

mainland professional licenses
• Succession planning
• Statutory compliance services 

for UAE based entities 

Tax Advisory and Compliance

• Tax Advisory Services
• VAT and Excise Tax 

Implementation support 
• VAT and Excise Tax 

registrations, amendments  
and deregistration

• Assistance in preparing  
and filing of VAT and Excise 
Tax returns 

• Diagnostic reviews and health 
checks for VAT and Excise

• Represent / liaison with relevant 
authorities on taxation matters

• Tax Agency Services
• Assistance in evaluation, 

preparation & filing of  
reports under UAE ESR &  
CbCr regulations

• Cross-Border tax advisory
• Tax due diligence
• Training on tax matters
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